Dynamic real time air quality
& odour dispersion modelling
and impact mapping
Simulate and monitor
your plant’s emission
impact
Ortelium provides you with a set of
tools to calculate the current emission
impact of your plant in real-time,
analyze past odour incidents or air
pollution episodes, and even forecast
the potential of these environmental
impacts based on weather forecast
data and process schedules.

Create your dynamic atlas

odour and air pollution incidents
before they occur or look for the right
window-of-opportunity to run highemission operations at times in which
environmental impacts are minimized.
Furthermore, users can analyze past
events to gain insights on the potential
origins of odorous gas emissions.

Linking the data generated with other
Ortelium data channels, such as
environmental observations or sensor
data, allows you to facilitate complaint
investigation processes and to support
This allows you to pro-actively your proof-of-claim when you are not
initiate appropriate actions to avoid responsible for specific complaints.

Ortelium instantly empowers you to:

Ortelium helps you to understand
instantly how your site’s sources might
impact defined monitoring areas (e.g.
residential areas) under the current and
forthcoming weather conditions.

Ortelium allows you to add other
relevant data channels such as
environmental observations from
citizens or sensor data to understand
environmental impact situations better.

» Manage your emission sources and operating processes
» Plan and analyze continuous and discontinuous operating processes
with their individual emission rates and understand the odour impact of
your operations at a glance
» Define points and areas of interest and monitor potential impacts for
these locations
» Report potential odour incidents or air pollution episodes based on your
simulations, if necessary
» Display emission plume dispersion and impacts on a digital map
» Animate the dispersion calculations over time to understand the
development of impacts at a glance
» Show and animate process schedules and times of impact on the
Ortelium timeline

Find out more on www.ortelium.com

The Ortelium timeline colour-coding
provides instant information on
emission-critical operations, allowing
to pro-actively initiate appropriate
actions to avoid potential incidents.

Model flexibility
Ortelium can be configured to use steady-state and non-steady-state dispersion models to offer the best-suited approach
for each individual project. Ortelium's Gaussian plume model can be fed with data provided by local weather stations or online
feed,s while the Calpuff model is using high-resolution WRF data for the calculations.
The comparison table below provides you an overview of the most important differences.
If you are unsure about which model is the most appropriate model for your usecase, our modelling experts will be happy to
advise you on that decision.

Steady State
(Gaussian Plume)

Non-Steady State
(Calpuff)

yes

no

Is factoring in dispersion levels from previous hours

no

yes

Model can be fed with real-time emission data from sensors

yes

no*

Is suitable for more complex topologies

no

yes

Is capable to calculate dispersion from data provided by
ambient air quality monitor networks

no

no

yes**

yes

low

high

Can use local weather station data as primary weather data
source for calculations

Can be used for dispersion forecasting
Calculation time

*only if an average value for one hour is taken

A strong partnership for
advanced dispersion modelling
Ortelium
has
joined
forces
with
Meteosim
(www.meteosim.com),
a
technological
consulting
company specialised in highly-reliable meteorological
and environmental services using most advanced
numerical modelling tools.
By consolidating their respective know-how and
expertise, our two companies provide clients with
advanced observation intelligence and impact modelling
capabilities via our environmental data intelligence
platform.

Find out more on www.ortelium.com

** not if a local weather station is the only weather data source

The importance of input data quality for dispersion modelling
Even the best dispersion models will not be able to provide a reliable representation of the actual impact unless the emission
data that is used as input for the calculations is accurately taken into account. Ortelium, therefore, provides full flexibility on
emission source input data. Depending on the availability of the emission data the models can be fed with static emission
source data or dynamic emission source data. Dynamic emission source data can be provided through sensor data feeds, if
available, scheduled processes or schemas. This flexibility allows for continuous and discontinuous emission sources to be
considered for modelling.
The overall impact can be filtered for individual source contributions providing users with valuable insights about the most
relevant sources.
The schema below provides an overview of the dispersion modelling configuration options available in Ortelium.
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Contact us for a live demo
We understand that your business needs are unique and that off-the-shelf solutions rarely meet individual demands. That’s
why we offer custom web demos of relevant Ortelium solutions.
These demos provide the basis for a detailed discussion of your needs and expectations. By combining your ideas and our
Ortelium platform technology, we can create a dynamic atlas that perfectly suits your business needs.
Contact us today to schedule your web demo with us!
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